The effect of base sequence on the stability of RNA and DNA single base bulges.
Forty-eight RNA duplexes were constructed that contained all common single base bulges at six different locations. The stabilities of the RNAs were determined by temperature gradient gel electrophoresis (TGGE). The relative stability of a single base bulge was dependent on both base identity and the nearest neighbor context. The single base bulges were placed into two categories. A bulged base with no identical neighboring base was defined as a Group I base bulge. Group II-bulged bases had at least one neighboring base identical to it. Group II bulges were generally more stable than Group I bulges in the same nearest neighbor environments. This indicates that position degeneracy of an unpaired base enhances stability. Differences in the mobility transition temperatures between the RNA fragments with bulges and the completely base-paired reference RNAs were related to free energy differences. Simple models for estimating the free energy contribution of single base bulges were evaluated from the free energy difference data. The contribution of a Group I bulge 5'-(XNZ)-3'.5'-(Z'-X')-3' where N is the unpaired base and X.X' and Z.Z' the neighboring base pairs, could be well-represented (+/-0.34 kcal/mol) by the equation, DeltaG((X)(N)()(Z))(.)((Z)(')(-)(X)(')()) = 3.11 + 0. 40DeltaG(s)()((XZ))(.)((Z)(')(X)(')()). DeltaG(s)()((XZ))(. )((Z)(')(X)(')()) is the stacking energy of the closing base pair doublet. By adding a constant term, delta = -0.3 kcal/mol, to the right side of the above equation, free energies of Group II bulges could also be predicted with the same accuracy. The term delta represents the stabilizing effect due to position degeneracy. A similar equation/model was applied to previous data from 32 DNA fragments with single base bulges. It predicted the free energy differences with a similar standard deviation.